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A Note on the Fixed Points of A Hypermap Automorphism 
LAURENCE BESSIS 
We show that an auromorphism of prime power order on a hypermap cannot fix only one 
point, and describe how to construct an automorphism fixing one point for a given genus of the 
hypermap or a given order of the automorphism. 
1. INTRODUCTIONS 
It is a well known geometrical result that an automorphism of prime order on an 
orientable, compact surface possessing an analytic structure, cannot fix just one point 
(cf. [3]). The generalization to an automorphism of prime power order has been 
announced without proof in [4]. 
The theory of hypermaps allows us to study such surfaces by purely combinatorial 
methods (see the forthcoming survey [2] where various aspects of this theory are 
considered, or [6]). The purpose of this paper is to prove the above-mentioned 
generalization in the case of hypermaps. Our work makes use of the result of [l], 
where the authors solved the problem for an automorphism of prime order. We also 
show that no other order forbids an automorphism to fix only one point and that 
hypermaps with such an automorphism can be of any non-zero genus. 
2. HYPERMAPS AND AUTOMORPHISMS 
Let us recall a few definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. A hypermup is a pair of permutations (LY, a) on B (the set of b&s) 
such that the group they generate is transitive on B. When cy is a fixed point free 
invotution, ((u, a) is a map. The cycles of (Y, CJ and (Y-’ CJ are called edges, vertices and 
faces, respectively. 
Euler’s formula gives the relation between the number of cycles of these three 
permutations: 
2((Y) + z(o) + 2(&a) = n + 2 - 2g, 
where n = card(B), g is a non-negative integer, called the genus of ( LY, o) and where. 
for any permutation 8, z(0) denotes the number of its cycles (see [2] or [6]). 
DEFINITION 2. An automorphism $I of a hypermap (a, a) is a permutation commut- 
ing with both cy and u: 
&Yp=@Y and a@ = @a. 
Thus, the full automorphism group of ((u, a), denoted by Aut(cu, a), is the 
centralizer in Sym(n) of the group generated by u and u. A subgroup G of Aut( C-X, u) 
is an automorphism group of ( CY, a); the transitivity of ((Y, a) implies that Aut( (Y. a) is 
semi-regular. 
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We denote by x(G) the total number of cycles that an automorphism $ fixes on (Y, u 
and K’a; o(G) will be the order of @. 
We now define an equivalence relation R on the set B. 
DEFINITION 3. Let G be an automorphism group of the hypermap (CX, a). Two brins 
bl and b, are equivalent, b,Rb *, if they belong to the same orbit of G. 
This leads to the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4. The quotient hypermap (Cu, 6) of (a, a) with respect to an automorph- 
ism group G, is a pair of permutations (&, 0) acting on the set B, where B = B/R and 
&, Cr are the permutations induced by (Y and u on B. 
The following Riemann-Hurwitz formula relates the genus y of ((u, 5) to the genus g 
of (CX, o) (see [6]): 
(RHI) 2g - 2 = card(G)(2y - 2) + c x(4). 
@EC-{id) 
It follows that y sg. In case G is a cyclic group, G = ( C#J) , (RHl) becomes: 
(RH2) 
o(cp)- 1 
2g - 2 = card(G)(2y - 2) + c x(@). 
i=l 
We remark that if @ is an automorphism of order m then, for all integers i, 
,y($) s x(&), and when m and i are coprime we have the equality x(@) = x(&). 
Now let C#J and I# be two commuting automorphisms of (a, a), and let (ii, a) be the 
quotient hypermap of (LY, a) with respect to C#J (that is, with respect to the cyclic group 
(4)). Since 1~ and C#J commute, q acts on the cycles of $,_ and the quotient of ‘1’ by #, 
denoted by $, is a well defined permutation. Now, I/JCU = $& and q’o= $5, which 
means that $ is an automorphism of ((u, a). 
DEFINITION 5. The permutation $ is called the projection of q on (&, 5). We also say 
that q induces 11, on (Cu, a). 
3. FIXED POINTS OF AN AUTOMORPHISM OF PRIME POWER ORDER 
LEMMA. Let C#J and q be two commuting automorphisms of the hypermap (a, a). Let 
Re denote the equivalence relation with respect to 8, tI being any automorphism of 
(a, a), and R the equivalence relation with respect to (~9, c$). Zf R, is the equivalence 
relation on the set B = B fRlp and b, and b, are two brim, then: 
(blRb4 e (&R&), 
where (E, CJ) is the quotient hypermap with respect to c$, and $J is the projection of v on 
(&, ti). 
PROOF. Since the equivalence is evident if b,R,b,, let us suppose it is not the case. 
Now, b,Rb2 means that there exists an element 8 in (q, #) such that we have 
blRBb2. Since $3 = 39, 8 = #vi for some integers i and j. Thus, we can find a brin 
b3 such that b,R,,b, and b,R,b,. Now, a cycle of @ (resp. 111’) is always included, as a 
set, in a cycle of $ (resp v). Therefore, b,R,b, and b3R,b2. Thus, 6, =63 and 
6,R&,, which is exactly the result 6,R&. 
The logical implications can be reversed; the equivalence follows. 0 
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COROLLARY. Let (a, a) be a hypermap admitting two automorphisms $ and $ such 
that C$V = I@. The three following operations on (a, o) are equivalent: 
(i) q t’ Cl ( uo ren ‘ng a, a) first by 9 and then by $ ; 
(ii) q uo len ng a, a) first by q and then by 6; t’ fi ( 
(iii) quotienfing (a, a) by ( c$, v). 
Here $ is the quotient of v with respect to C$ and 4 is the quotient of 9 with respect 
to @. 
PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of the lemma. q 
THEOREM. Let (a, o) be a hypermap, and let I/ be an automorphism of (a, a) of 
order pm, where p is a prime. Then v cannot fix only one point. 
PROOF. We denote by $ the automorphism vp of order pm-‘; $ of order p is the 
projection of v on (&, a), the quotient hypermap of ((u, a) with respect to $ of genus 
y; yO is the genus of the quotient hypermap of (n, a) with respect to 9; note that, by 
the corollary, y. is also the genus of the quotient of (Cu, a) with respect to $. 
We can write now (RH2) applied to the groups (Cp) , (I@) and ($): 
(a) 
p”’ I-, 
2g - 2 = (2y - 2)prn-’ + 2 x(C#I’); 
,=I 
(b) 2g - 2 = (2y, - 2)p” +“2: x( v;); 
i=l 
(c) 
p - 1 
w - 2) = wl- 2)P + x XW). 
,=I 
Now (b)-(a) -p”-‘(c) yields 
p--l pm-1 17’” ‘-1 
P3, X(Wi) = z X(V) - c X(N). 
i=l I=1 
Now, since $ is of order p, 
p-1 
lz XW) = (P - OX(W). 
Moreover, since the remaining powers are of type vk, where (k, p) = 1, 
pm-1 @I-‘-r 
;; x(#) - c x(G) = (P - OPm-lX(w). 
i=l 
It follows that 
x(w) =x(W). 
Since $ is an automorphism of order p, it cannot fix only one point (see [l]); 
therefore neither can I#. 0 
4. AUTOMORPHISMS FIXING FIXING ONLY ONE POINT 
PROPOSITION 1. Let g be a positive integer. It is always possible to find a hypermap 
(in fact, a map) (a, a) of genus g which admits an automorphism of order 4g + 2 that 
fixes exactly one point. 
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The following example shows how to construct the required map in the case g = 1. 
The case g > 1 will be a generalization of this construction. 
EXAMPLE. This example has been suggested by D. Singerman of the University of 
Southampton. 
In the graph of Figure 1, we identify opposite sides. Thus, ((u, a) is a map with 3 
vertices (A, B, C), 9 edges and 6 faces: 
(Y= (1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6)(7, 8)(9, lO)(ll, 12)(13, 14)(15, 16)(17, 18), 
cr= (1, 18, 5, 10, 4, 14)(2, 12, 6, 16, 3, 8)(7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17) 
a-‘@= (1, 12, 13)(2, 18, 7)(3, 14, 15)(4, 8, 9)(5, 16, 17)(6, 10, 11). 
This map admits an automorphism of order 6: 
$J = (7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17)(8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18)(1, 3, 5, 2, 4, 6) 
which fixes only the cycle (7,9,11,13,15,17) of cr. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1. We generalize the above construction to a polygon with 
4g + 2 sides (with 12g + 6 brins) and adopt the same numbering that identifies two 
sides when they face each other. Thus, 4g + 2 brins are used to number the outside 
edges, the odd numbers that are left will be put around the central point, and the even 
numbers at the corners. To write (a, a) properly, we must define four sequences: 
u1= 4g + 1, U2” = UZn-_l - 1 and I.+~+, =u2,, - 3, 
2rr = 12g + 6, u2 = 8g + 2, V2,,=21+2-4 and v 2n+1= v2n-I -4, 
w,=4g-1, w2, = wzn-_I - 1 and wZn+, = w,,, - 3, 
X1 = 12g + 4, x2 = 8g + 4, Xzn =X+2--4 and X2ntl =xzn-, - 4, 
Now, let (a; a) be the following hypermap with 3 vertices, 6g + 3 edges and 4g + 2 
faces: 
a, = (1, 2)(3,4) . . . (12g + 5, 12g + 6) 
a=(4g+3,4g+5,4g+7,. . , 12g+5) 
( 211, Ul, . . . > v2p u2g)(x,, Wl, . . . P xzg, %gh 
a-‘~= (1, 8g + 4, 8g + 5)(3, 8g + 6, 8g + 7) . . . (4g + 1, 12g + 4, 12g + 5) 
(2, 12g + 6, 4g + 3)(4, 4g + 4, 4g + 5) 
(6, 4g + 6, 4g + 7) . . . (4g + 2, 8g + 2, 8g + 3). 
Fixed points of a hyperrnap automorphism 
Then, (a, a) admits the following automorphism of order 4g + 2: 
@ = (4g + 3, 4g + 5, 4g + 7, . . . , 12g + 5)(4g + 4, 4g + 6, . . . , 12g + 6) 
(1,3,5 ,...I 4g+l,2,4,6 ,..., 4g+2). 
As above, @ fixes exactly one cycle on u. n 
REMARK. For g = 0, we already know that any automorphism fixes exactly 2 points 
(cf. [21). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let m be any integer which is not a power of a prime. Then it is 
always possible to find a hypermap (cy, a) which admits an automorphism of order m 
that &es exactly one point. 
PROOF. Let us consider permutations of m brins. Let p be any prime such that 
m =p”k, p and k being coprime. We can always construct a hypermap ((Y, a) such that 
(Y-‘u is the circular permutation C’u = (1, 2, . . . , m), and where (Y and u are 
commuting permutations of order o(cr) = p” and o(u) = m/p”: we just need to take the 
proper powers of (1, . . . , m). Now, the circular permutation is an automorphism of 
the hypermap fixing exactly one cycle on K’U. 0 
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